
Items Note to Consumer Cancellation Policy 

Single Issue Comics*

Single Issue Variant Comics*

Graphic Novels*

Hardbacks*

Sets*

Limited Edition Sets*

Trade Paperbacks*

Manga*

Collectible Cards*

Collectible Toys*

*Not signed or do not have artwork drawn 

on  them by artists, actors or celebrities.

We are a comic book store that specializes in 

vintage and old comics as well as collectible items. 

For this reason the pictures of these items on our 

website: https://www.speedycomicsme.com

may not reflect the actual condition of these 

items.  As with the nature of old items, the covers, 

edges and packaging may show signs of wear.

Posters Prints*

T-shirts*

Caps*

Watches*

*Signed or have artwork drawn on  them by 

artists, actors or celebrities.

Pictures on the website:

https://www.speedycomicsme.com

may not be exact representations of what you will 

receive especially in the case of custom orders. 

While we can vouch for their authenticity, exact 

positioning of signatures or final artwork may 

vary. 

Funko POPS*

T-Shirts*

Caps*

Watches*

Statues*

Vinyl Figures*

Toys*

Posters*

*Not signed or do not have artwork drawn 

on  them by artists, actors or celebrities.

Pictures on the website:

https://www.speedycomicsme.com

are those provided by manufacturer

Due to the originality and uniqueness of our products we do not offer 

cancellations. For items that are undelivered or unclaimed by the 

customer due to customer unavailability, the re-delivery cost will be 

borne by the customer.

Items purchased through the website: https://www.speedycomicsme.com are non-refundable and 

non-returnable. In the case of a wrongly sent item/s from Speedy Comics, we will replace with the 

original purchased item and will pay for the delivery charges subject to the following conditions:

Customers should inform Speedy Comics via email on admin@speedycomicsme.com within 3 days 

of delivery. You will need to provide images of the received item as well as corresponding receipt.

Any wrongly delivered item,  must be returned in their original box(es) or packaging and in the 

same condition it was received and it must include all contents, if applicable.

Once we have received all details of the shipped item one of our customer service representatives 

will contact you.

In case we are unable to provide you with your originally ordered item we can offer you store 

credit that is valid for 6 months.

Speedy comics reserves the right to refuse replacement of the items.

Alanza General Trading Website: https://www.speedycomicsme.com -Exchange and Refund Policy

CGC

CBCS

PGX

Original Artwork

Single Issue Comics*

Single Issue Variant Comics*

Graphic Novels*

Hardbacks*

Sets*

Limited Edition Sets*

Trade Paperbacks*

Mangas*

Collectible Cards*

Funko-Pops*

Statues*

Vinyl Figures*

Collectible Toys*

Toys*

*Signed or have artwork drawn on  them by 

artists, actors or celebrities.

The pictures on our website: 

https://www.speedycomicsme.com

are actual pictures of these items. 

Due to the originality and uniqueness of our products we do not offer 

cancellations. For items that are undelivered or unclaimed by the 

customer due to customer unavailability, the re-delivery cost will be 

borne by the customer.

Items purchased through the website: https://www.speedycomicsme.com are non-refundable and 

non-returnable. In the case of wrongly sent item/s or item/s received have damages that were not 

mentioned or shown in the pictures on our website: https://www.speedycomicsme.com , we will 

replace with the original purchased item and pay for the delivery charges subject to the following 

conditions:

Customers should inform Speedy Comics via email on admin@speedycomicsme.com within 3 days 

of delivery. You will need to provide images of the received item as well as corresponding receipt.

Any wrongly delivered or damaged item,  must be returned in their original box(es) or packaging 

and in the same condition it was received and it must include all contents, if applicable.

Once we have received all details of the shipped item one of our customer service representatives 

will contact you.

In case we are unable to provide you with your originally ordered item we can offer you store 

credit that is valid for 6 months.

Speedy comics reserves the right to refuse replacement of the items.


